There is considerable interest in prestack migrations that include velocity analysis as part of their algorithms. These methods are based on the scatter point principle in which all the energy reflected from a scatter point is collected into a prestack migration gather. Two such methods are DMO-PSI (Gardner's dip moveout followed by prestack imaging) and EOM or equivalent offset migration. Both methods create a superior prestack migration gather that is referred to as a common scatter point gather (CSP), and are formed from input data before NMO. All energy from a scatter point maps to a hyperbolic path on the CSP gather and is ideally suited for velocity analysis. Normal moveout correction and stacking complete the prestack migration process.
Introduction
Conventional processing is based on the assumptions of common midpoint (CMP) reflections from horizontal reflections. Refinements allow the inclusion of dipping data by velocity distortion, or by the inclusion of dip moveout (DMO) processes. These methods restrict the focusing potential of the data, which can only be fully realized by the use of prestack migrations.
Conventional prestack methods migrate either constant offset sections, or source gathers (shot records) followed by stacking the respective gathers. When the velocities are known, these methods should form identical results. When the velocities are not known, velocity analysis is attempted by applying inverse NMO (INMO) base on arbitrary assumptions of offset, and with the prestack migration gathers formed at CMP locations.
A prestack migration gather that is superior to the above methods positions all the input traces relative to the location of the migrated trace, i.e. all input traces are mapped to the gathers of all migrated traces. We call these gathers common scatter point (CSP) gathers as they are based on the scatter point model illustrated in Figure 1 . This figure show the raypaths from the source (S) to a scatterpoint with travel time T s and from the scatter point to the receiver (R) with travel time T r . The total trace time T is the sum of T s and T r . 
A kinematic comparison of DMO-PSI and EOM
Assuming RMS velocities V, the total travel time T is found from the double square root (DSR) equation (1) where x is the surface distance from the CMP to the scatter point, h half the source-receiver distance, and T 0 the vertical (or image ray) zero offset two-way traveltime.
Cheop's pyramid
The total travel time T in equation (1) forms a surface in x and h that is known as Cheop's pyramid, and is illustrated in the prestack volume (x, h, t) of Figure 2a . Direct Kirchhoff prestack time migration applies a moveout correction based on the DSR equation (1) and stack the data directly into the migrated trace. This is visualized by summing the Cheop's surface of Figure 2a to the scatter point location. The same energy when summed into the surrounding scatter points will destructively interfere and cancel to small values that tend to zero.
Conventional CMP based prestack migrations, which incorporate INMO, attempt to map energy on Cheop's pyramid to the hyperboloid of Fig. 2b . A number of complete migration iterations are required which estimate improved velocities from the INMO CMP gathers, and then reapply then to the re-migration of the constant offsets or source records. The complete remigrations are required to move data across CMP boundaries to the correct spatial position.
Common scatter point gathers map the 2-D surface of Cheop's pyramid to the 1-D diffraction or hyperbola on the CSP gather of Figure 2c . This figure also illustrates the increased offset of the CSP gather over the conventional CMP gather. Energy mapped from Cheop's pyramid to the neighbouring CSP gathers will cancel, leaving the single hyperbolic curve at the scatter point. NMO and stacking complete the prestack migration by focusing the hyperbola at the scatter point.
DMO-PSI
The application of Gardner's DMO (Gardner et al. 1986, and Forel and Gardner 1988) will relocate the energy of Cheop's pyramid to the hyperboloid of Figure 2b . Gardner's DMO (GDOM) is applied without NMO and requires no velocity information. The algorithm used for GDMO may be identical to conventional DMO (which normally follows NMO) with an additional constraint that the offsets used for NMO are now modified. The modified offsets map the DMO ellipse to a radial plane that extend from zero offset at zero time as illustrated in Figure 3a . The radial DMO is tangential to the hyperboloid and is also shown in Figure 3b . The light gray ellipses are the projection of the radial DMO ellipse onto the zero offset and zero time surfaces.
The second step in DMO-PSI is prestack imaging which is usually accomplished in the Fourier transform domain for speed, however it may be accomplished in the time domain (Ferber 1994) . PSI effectively rotates the DMO'ed traces around the hyperbola to each CSP gather using a radius defined by h PSI which is defined by
where x, b, and k are defined below. The rotation of the DMO'ed data to the CSP gather is illustrated in Figure 3b which shows the DMO'ed data tangential to the CSP hyperbola. This entire process in independent of velocities, and the tangency will occur for any scatter point at the respective CSP location.
(a) (b) Fig. 3 . The prestack volume illustrating a) the moving of one input sample to the GDMO radial plane and the point of tangency with the hyperboloid. Figure b) contains a CSP gather that show the kinematic location of the DMO energy after PSI and the location of the input point after EOM.
Subsequent NMO and stacking moves the energy from the hyperbola to the scatter point location. The DMO energy that is not tangential to the hyperbola is also summed to the migrated trace and distorts the wavelet at the scatter point. This distortion may be corrected by conventional means.
The mapping of an input trace to the CSP gather may be accomplished by considering only the points of tangency between all the radial DMO's and the appropriate hyperboloids. For convenience we redefine the x coordinate relative to the input sample at x = 0, i.e. (x = 0, h, t) , and define the radial DMO by (b, k, t 1 ), where b is the spatial position relative to the input sample, k the new offset, h the half source-receiver offset, and t 1 the new time. The scatter point is now located at (x, h=0, t 0 ). The values of k and t 1 are defined by
When tying the input point to a scatter point at (x, 0, t 0 ), b is defined by
which then gives the time t 1 as t t x h t V 
The offset of the PSI tangency point h PSI on the CSP gather defined by
A kinematic comparison of DMO-PSI and EOM EOM Equivalent offset migration (EOM) (Bancroft et al. 1994 and 1996) 
Using this offset, the single input sample is mapped directly to a single sample on the CSP gather as illustrated in Figure 3b . This figure also provides a direct comparison between the two method of DMO-PSI and EOM. The point of tangency from DMO-PSI is mapped further up the diffraction at a different time and offset defined by equations (6), (7), and (8). Note the similarity between the offsets of defined by equation (7) for DMO-PSI and equation (8) for EOM.
The cross term in (8) provides a time and velocity dependence of the an input trace, and it is precisely this term that allows the direct mapping of an input sample directly to the CSP gather. The cross term may also causes an input trace to be spread across a number of CSP bins. In practical applications, the equivalent offset is only computed at the bin boundaries. The effect of the velocity in equation (8) is minimal and those velocities derived from normal processing provide sufficient accuracy for forming the CSP gathers. The velocities derived after the CSP gathers have been formed are much more accurate and are used for NMO and stacking. When no velocity information is available, a few CSP gather may be evaluated at sparse locations to estimate an initial velocity. In these cases, an infinite starting velocity converges to accurate velocity, usually with one iteration.
Comments
The are many other differences between the two methods, most of which are relate to the Fourier domain of DMO-PSI and the time domain of EOM. The advantages of the time domain approach give simple solutions for arbitrary input and output geometries, floating datums, rugged topographies, and converted wave processing. A more detailed comparison of these method will be presented at the meeting.
Conclusions
A kinematic comparison between DMO-PSI and EOM was presented to illustrate the similarities and difference in the two algorithms. The two methods provide CSP gathers which are suited for directly estimating prestack time migration velocities. DMO-PSI is a velocity independent process that requires DMO prior to formation of the CSP gathers. EOM has a slight velocity dependence but maps the input data directly to the CSP gather.
